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Microbial intracellular storage is key to defining microbial resource use strategies and
could contribute to carbon (C) and nutrient cycling. However, little attention has been
devoted to the role of intracellular storage in soil processes, in particular from a
theoretical perspective. Here we fill this gap by integrating intracellular storage dynamics
into a microbially explicit soil C and nutrient cycling model. Two ecologically relevant
modes of storage are considered: reserve storage, in which elements are routed to a
storage compartment in proportion to their uptake rate, and surplus storage, in which
elements in excess of microbial stoichiometric requirements are stored and limiting
elements are remobilized from storage to fuel growth and microbial maintenance. Our
aim is to explore with this model how these different storage modes affect the retention
of C and nutrients in active microbial biomass under idealized conditions mimicking
a substrate pulse experiment. As a case study, we describe C and phosphorus (P)
dynamics using literature data to estimate model parameters. Both storage modes
enhance the retention of elements in microbial biomass, but the surplus storage mode
is more effective to selectively store or remobilize C and nutrients according to microbial
needs. Enhancement of microbial growth by both storage modes is largest when the
substrate C:nutrient ratio is high (causing nutrient limitation after substrate addition)
and the amount of added substrate is large. Moreover, storage increases biomass
nutrient retention and growth more effectively when resources are supplied in a few large
pulses compared to several smaller pulses (mimicking a nearly constant supply), which
suggests storage to be particularly relevant in highly dynamic soil microhabitats. Overall,
our results indicate that storage dynamics are most important under conditions of strong
stoichiometric imbalance and may be of high ecological relevance in soil environments
experiencing large variations in C and nutrient supply.
Keywords: reserve storage, surplus accumulation, ecological stoichiometry, nutrient limitation, microbial model
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Wynn, 2002; Rúa et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2010; Preiss, 2014;
Alvarez, 2016). The advantage of this mode is that it retains the
excess resources that otherwise would be lost. In contrast, reserve
storage competes for resources with other metabolic demands
such as growth and defense (Chapin et al., 1990). This mode can
still be advantageous when limiting resources need to be stored
for later use—e.g., when resources are stored before a period of
severe starvation or unsuitable environmental conditions. These
two storage modes—surplus and reserve storage—have been
identified in microorganisms (Mason-Jones et al., in press), but
their functional significance for stoichiometric relations in soil
has not been assessed so far.
Storage of a particular element allows an organism to
incorporate resources in stoichiometric proportions very
different from the stoichiometry of their ‘active’ (non-storage)
biomass, which can have important effects on ecological
interactions from population to ecosystem scales (Sterner and
Elser, 2002; Turner et al., 2017). Storing carbon or nutrients
in defined compounds can be advantageous when degrading
substrates characterized by different elemental composition
compared to the active biomass. In plant litter, N and P contents
are respectively 10–50 and 100–300 times lower than in biomass,
resulting in nutrient limitation; in contrast, soil organic matter
and certain amendments such as manure tend to be C-limited
(Mooshammer et al., 2014). Despite this wide variation in
resource stoichiometry, the C:N:P ratio of the soil microbial
biomass is believed to be well-constrained (Cleveland and
Liptzin, 2007; Schleuss et al., 2019), and surprisingly similar to
the Redfield ratio first described in aquatic ecosystems (Redfield,
1958). Yet there is evidence of significant departures from
this ratio in aquatic ecosystems, where the principle was first
proposed (Geider and La Roche, 2002; Godwin and Cotner,
2015). Any imbalance between nutrient availability and microbial
requirements affects the balance of nutrient mineralization and
the transformation and possible stabilization of soil organic
matter (Manzoni et al., 2010; Schleuss et al., 2019; Coonan
et al., 2020). Therefore, intracellular C-, N- or P-rich storage,
by altering whole-organism stoichiometry, allows resource
incorporation at seemingly unbalanced element ratios, with
implications for these soil functions.
Our understanding of soil functions has been supported by soil
biogeochemical modelling, along with integration of microbially
explicit models into broader ecosystem and Earth system models
(Todd-Brown et al., 2012; Wieder et al., 2018). Current soil
C and nutrient cycling models describe the flow of elements
through various organic matter compartments and microbial
biomass (for a review, see Manzoni and Porporato, 2009). Soil
microbes are typically considered a single compartment, without
distinction between biomass components involved in metabolic
activity and storage components. In most of these models,
microbial C:N (and often C:P) ratios are held constant (Manzoni
and Porporato, 2009), while in some models, microbial C to
nutrient ratios can vary in response to stoichiometric imbalances
(Allison, 2012; Fatichi et al., 2019; Manzoni et al., 2021). This
allows some effects of storage to be captured at the whole cell
or microbial community level, but without explicitly modelling
storage dynamics. On the other hand, detailed models that

INTRODUCTION
Microbial use of soil resources and decomposition of plant
residues regulate ecosystem function and even global element
cycles (Paul, 2007; Schimel and Schaeffer, 2012). Understanding
the modulators of microbial resource use is therefore important.
Among these modulators, the ability to internally store resources
is a trait that affects both the survival of an individual organism
and its overall resource use patterns (Kadouri et al., 2005; MasonJones et al., in press). Diverse microorganisms are known to
internally store carbon (C), nitrogen (N) or phosphorus (P) (Albi
and Serrano, 2016; Koller et al., 2017; Watzer and Forchhammer,
2018). Although intracellular storage is likely a widespread trait
among soil microorganisms and may crucially modulate soil
biogeochemical cycles (Mason-Jones et al., in press), this trait is
yet to be understood in the context of soil microbial growth and
survival, in particular from a theoretical perspective.
Numerous storage compounds have been identified in
microorganisms, such as glycogen, poly-β-hydroxybutyrate
(PHB), and triacylglycerides (TAG) for C storage (Holme and
Palmstierna, 1956; Wilkinson, 1963; Alvarez, 2016), as well as
polyphosphate for P (Rao et al., 2009; Albi and Serrano, 2016)
and cyanophycin for N (Füser and Steinbüchel, 2007; Watzer
and Forchhammer, 2018). Storage compounds can enhance
microorganisms’ resistance to starvation and maintain their
viability (Matin et al., 1979; Ruiz et al., 2001; Busuioc et al., 2009).
Storage can be especially advantageous in variable environments,
by buffering an organism against variations in external resource
supply or environmental conditions (Sekar et al., 2020; MasonJones et al., in press). Flows to and from storage can constitute
significant proportions of resource budgets, particularly on short
time scales (i.e., days to weeks) after microbes experience a
pulse of C or nutrients (Obruca et al., 2014; Becker et al.,
2018; Mason-Jones et al., 2019). Microbes experience high
resource availability, but also more competition and potentially
large stoichiometric imbalances during resource pulses in the
rhizosphere (high C:nutrient ratio) or near decaying plant
residues or manure (low C:nutrient ratios in the latter). All
these conditions require strategies to rapidly capture resources
and sequester them away from competitors. Hence, under these
conditions, microbial storage could be quantitatively significant
for microbial resource budgets and ultimately for long-term soil
organic matter dynamics. However, the role of storage is likely
to vary depending on the time scale of storage synthesis and
remobilization and microbial growth, in relation to the time scale
of resource variations.
Storage traits can be classified into two modes using
terminology adapted from plant science (Chapin et al., 1990;
Mason-Jones et al., in press): surplus storage and reserve storage.
(In the following we treat these strategies as mutually exclusive
for simplicity, but they might co-occur.) These modes are defined
based on the degree of reliance on resource surplus. Surplus
storage occurs when resource availability exceeds immediate
requirements for growth or maintenance, so such storage does
not compete with other needs (Chapin et al., 1990). For example,
when N is limited but C is in excess, diverse microorganisms
accumulate PHB, TAG or glycogen (Doi et al., 1992; Ratledge and
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distinguish among different cellular components do so by setting
fixed proportions for each component, possibly depending
on microbial functional type (Kaiser et al., 2014). Lacking
dynamic regulation of storage, these models cannot describe
storage changes in response to variations in element availability.
Some models account for specific intracellular compounds in a
dynamic way—e.g., osmolytes for cell turgor regulation (Manzoni
et al., 2014)—but neglect storage compounds. Mathematically,
storage compounds can be treated as additional compartments
with their own dynamics, as done in microbial models developed
for biotechnology applications (Karahan et al., 2006; Ni et al.,
2009) and to describe growth of microbial isolates (Nev and van
den Berg, 2017), but this approach has not been used to predict
soil C and nutrient cycling so far (with the exception of the C-only
model by Tang and Riley, 2015). The consequences of storage
of different elements for model predictions thus remain open to
question, which frames the scope of this contribution.
To this aim, we implemented the reserve and surplus storage
modes into a C and nutrient cycling model suitable to describe
short-term incubations of soil samples. Using this model, we
address the following questions:
Q1: what are the effects of C storage on C and nutrient
allocation by soil microbes along gradients of nutrient
availability?
Q2: does combined C and nutrient storage result in
qualitatively changed element allocation relative to C storage
only?
Q3: to what degree are the two storage modes able to retain C
and nutrients in the soil after addition of substrates differing in
amount and stoichiometry?
Our results—obtained from model simulations under
idealized conditions—should be seen as exploratory analyses of
the possible microbial responses to substrate quality and quantity
manipulation when intracellular storage is accounted for. As
such, these results represent a set of model-generated hypotheses
that could be tested in future empirical studies.

FIGURE 1 | Schematic of the model compartments (boxes) and rates
(arrows). Both carbon (C) and a generic nutrient (E, where E = nitrogen or
phosphorus) are described as they are transferred from the substrate
compartment (subscript S) to the active microbial biomass (B), the storage
compounds (ST), and the mineralized products: inorganic nutrient (subscript I)
and carbon dioxide (CO2 ). C and nutrient flows are depicted by solid and
dashed arrows, respectively, while flows to or from storage are shown in
orange (carbon) and blue (nutrient); all symbols are defined in Table 1. An
alternative scenario in which the external nutrient only occurs in inorganic form
is presented in Supplementary Figure 1.

The active microbial biomass takes up organic C from the
substrate at a rate UCS (first order kinetics with rate constant kS ,
suitable for uptake of labile compounds at less than saturating
levels), converts it into biomass with a growth efficiency e,
and synthesizes storage compounds at a rate SC . Stored C is
remobilized at a rate UCST . To avoid excessive values of C
storage that might occur with the surplus storage mode, a
fraction of SC is released when stored C nears the threshold γC
(expressed as g stored C per g active biomass C). Part of the C
taken up is respired at a rate R, including contributions from
growth on substrate (RG ), growth on storage (RST ), maintenance
(RM ), and overflow respiration (RO ). The RO represents C
mineralization to release excessive C and is thus calculated based
on the stoichiometric imbalance of the active microbial biomass
(Schimel and Weintraub, 2003). The RO can also be interpreted
as excretion of excess C (e.g., extracellular polysaccharides)
or additional C costs associated with nutrient limitation (e.g.,
synthesis of extracellular enzymes), but for simplicity, in this
work we adopt the common mathematical definition of RO
as an overflow mechanism leading to carbon dioxide release.
Necromass is produced at a rate T, modelled according to first
order kinetics (i.e., T = mCB ), and recycled to the substrate pool.
Nutrient flows follow C flows according to the C:E ratios of
the compartments where the flows originate. The only exceptions
are the rates of E storage synthesis and remobilization (SE
and UEST , respectively) and net E mineralization, which are
modelled as pure element flows without any associated C. This
is strictly appropriate for P storage as polyphosphate, and a
reasonable approximation for N storage as cyanophycin, which
has a C:N ratio of just 1.7 (for simplicity we assume no C
in the nutrient storage). As for stored C, excess storage E is
mineralized when storage contents are approaching the threshold

THEORY
Mass Balance Equations
Storage compartments (subscript ST) are added to a microbial
dynamics model with active (non-storage) microbial biomass
(subscript B) feeding on an externally provided organic substrate
(subscript S) and—if required—also on inorganic nutrients
(subscript I). Since the aim of the study is to examine short-term
responses of microbial biomass to changes in resource availability
(time scales in the order of days to a few weeks), we neglect
slower dynamics such as those of native organic matter (time
scales in the order of years or longer). Moreover, we assume
environmental conditions (soil moisture and temperature)
are kept stable to mimic laboratory incubations. The model
scheme is shown in Figure 1; all symbols are listed and
defined in Table 1. The mass balances for C and a generic
nutrient E (nitrogen or phosphorus) are reported in Table 2
[Equations (1)-(7)].
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TABLE 1 | List of symbols and their units (see also Figure 1).
Symbol

Definition

Units

State variables (mass balance equations in Table 2)
CB

Active microbial biomass C

mg C g soil−1

CS

External substrate C

mg C g soil−1

CST

Intracellular storage C

mg C g soil−1

(C : E)S

External substrate C:E ratio

mg C mg E−1

EB

Active microbial biomass E

µg E g soil−1

ES

External substrate E

µg E g soil−1

EST

Intracellular storage E

µg E g soil−1

EI

Inorganic E

µg E g soil−1

C and E flow rates (calculated as a function of the state variables)
Mnet

Net E mineralization rate

µg E g soil−1 d−1

OC

Overflow from C storage (surplus mode only)

mg C g soil−1 d−1

OE

Overflow from E storage (surplus mode only)

µg E g soil−1 d−1

R

Total microbial respiration rate (RG +RM +RST +RO )

mg C g soil−1 d−1

RG

Respiration rate for growth on substrate C

mg C g soil−1 d−1

RM

Rate of maintenance respiration

mg C g soil−1 d−1

RST

Respiration rate for growth on storage C

mg C g soil−1 d−1

RO

Rate of overflow respiration

mg C g soil−1 d−1

SC

Rate of C storage synthesis

mg C g soil−1 d−1

SE

Rate of E storage synthesis

µg E g soil−1 d−1

T

Microbial turnover rate

mg C g soil−1 d−1

UCS

Substrate C uptake rate

mg C g soil−1 d−1

UCST

Storage C remobilization rate

mg C g soil−1 d−1

UEST

Storage E remobilization rate

µg E g soil−1 d−1

UG

Rate of C made available for growth (UCS − SC + UCST )

mg C g soil−1 d−1

Model parameters (time invariant)
(C : E)B

Active microbial biomass C:E ratio

mg C mg E−1

(C : E)I

Substrate input C:E ratio

mg C mg E−1

e

Growth efficiency of the active biomass

mg C mg C−1

ICS

Rate of external input to substrate C

mg C g soil−1 d−1

IE

Maximum rate of inorganic E immobilization

µg E g soil−1 d−1

IEI

Rate of external input to inorganic E

µg E g soil−1 d−1

kI

Maximum inorganic E immobilization rate constant

d−1

kS

Substrate C uptake rate constant

d−1

kCST

Storage C remobilization rate constant

d−1

kEST

Storage E remobilization rate constant

d−1

kM

Maintenance respiration rate constant

d−1

KCST

Half-saturation constant for substrate inhibition of CST remobilization

mg C g soil−1

KEST

Half-saturation constant for substrate inhibition of EST remobilization

µg E g soil−1

m

Microbial turnover rate constant

d−1

γC

Maximum storage C to active microbial C ratio

mg C mg C−1

γE

Maximum storage E to active microbial E ratio

mg E mg E−1

σC

Fraction of C taken up allocated to C reserve storage

-

σE

Fraction of E taken up allocated to E reserve storage

-

The generic nutrient E represents either nitrogen (N) or phosphorus (P).

γE (only with surplus storage). Finally, the extracellular inorganic
E compartment exchanges E with the active biomass via the
net E mineralization rate, Mnet (see section “Stoichiometric
Constraints”). The organic substrate C and E, as well as inorganic
E compartments can also receive external inputs (for C, ICS ; for
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E calculated as the ratio of the C input rate and C:E ratio,

ICS (C : E)I ; for the inorganic nutrient, IEI ).
In the following section, we describe in detail the relationship
between C and E exchanges involving the active biomass (section
“Stoichiometric Constraints”), which is the basis for modelling
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TABLE 2 | Mass balance equations for carbon (C) and a generic nutrient (E).
Change in
C or E

Substrate C

dCS
dt

Inputs

Substrate
uptake

Storage
synthesis

Storage
remobilization

Turnover and
overflow of
storage C and E

=

ICS

−UCS

+T +

ICS
(C:E)I

−UCS
(C:E)S

1
+ (C:E)
T+

CST
CB

Respiration or net
nutrient
mineralization

Eq.

(1)

T

Substrate E

dES
dt

=

Active microbial
biomass C

dCB
dt

=

UCS

−SC

+UCST

Active microbial
biomass E

dEB
dt

=

UCS
(C:E)S

−SE

+UEST

+SC

−UCST

− CCST T-OC

(5)

−UEST

− ECST
B

(6)

Storage C

dCST
dt

Storage E

dEST
dt

Inorganic E

dEI
dt

=
=
=

B

+SE
IEI

EST
CB

−T
T
− (C:E)

B

(2)

T
−RM − RG − RO −
RST

(3)

−Mnet

(4)

B

T-OE

+OE

+Mnet

(7)

The balance equation for each compartment occupies a row and rates are grouped along the columns.

C uptake that is available for growth
after subtracting storage

synthesis, RG = (1 − e) UCS − SC ; respiration associated with
growth using storage is also a fixed fraction of the rate of growth
on storage, RST = (1 − e) UCST . With these assumptions, and
further defining the rate at which C becomes available for growth
as UG = UCS − SC + UCST , Equation (8) simplifies to,

the C and nutrient storage modes (sections “Reserve Storage
Mode” and “Surplus Storage Modes”). An alternative scenario in
which nutrient E only occurs in inorganic form is presented in
Supplementary Information 1.

Stoichiometric Constraints
The C and nutrient flow rates can be expressed based on
the relative demands of the microbial biomass for C and
nutrient. These demands are defined on the assumption
that the C:E ratio of the active microbial biomass is timeinvariant (homeostatic approximation), while we allow overall
stoichiometric flexibility via changes in intracellular C and
E storage. The homeostatic assumption translates into a
relation between the C and nutrient balances of the microbial
dEB
B
biomass; i.e., dC
dt = (C : E)B dt (Manzoni and Porporato, 2009),
which in turn results in the definition of the net nutrient
exchanges between microbial biomass and the inorganic nutrient
compartment (Equation (10)). This approach is common to most
litter and soil C, N and P cycling models (Parton et al., 1988;
Manzoni et al., 2010; Fatichi et al., 2019), and can be modified
to accommodate decoupled uptake of organic C and inorganic
nutrients (see Supplementary Information). Using Equation (3)
and (4), the homeostatic assumption translates to a mathematical
constraint expressing the balance of C and E in the growing
biomass (hereafter denoted as ‘stoichiometric constraint’),
UCS − SC + UCST − RM − RG − RO − RST = (C : E)B


UCS
− SE + UEST − Mnet .
(C : E)S

eUG − RM − RO = (C : E)B


UCS
− SE + UEST − Mnet . (9)
(C : E)S

Under conditions of C limitation, RO = 0, so that Equation (9)
provides a definition for the net nutrient mineralization rate as,
Mnet =

eUG − RM
UCS
− SE + UEST −
.
(C : E)S
(C : E)B

(10)

The net nutrient mineralization rate is positive as long as the
supply ofthe nutrient to the active biomass from other pools
(i.e., UCS (C : E)S + UEST ) is larger than the demand for the
nutrient storage synthesis (SE ) and for growth. The nutrient
demand is in turn calculated as the net growth rate (growth after
subtracting maintenance costs) divided by microbial C:E ratio
[the last term on the right-hand side of Equation (10)]. When
E supply is lower than the demand, the net E mineralization
rate turns negative, as microbes start immobilizing E from
the inorganic E compartment. This condition corresponds to
‘organic nutrient limitation’ (as defined by Wutzler et al.,
2017). Under conditions of ‘inorganic nutrient limitation’, Mnet
is bounded by the maximum immobilization rate IE (i.e.,
Mnet = -IE ). This represents the maximum amount of inorganic
nutrient that can be immobilized per unit time, due to factors
that constrain the rate of inorganic nutrient uptake, such as
low nutrient availability or limited rate of transport towards the
microbial biomass. For simplicity, IE is modelled by first order
kinetics as IE = kI EI . If the supply rate of inorganic nutrient is
insufficient to meet the demand, conditions shift from being C
limited to being E limited, resulting in excess C that is released
through overflow respiration (as in Schimel and Weintraub, 2003;

(8)

Depending on which element (C or E) is limiting, and on
the mode of storage synthesis and remobilization, Equation (8)
allows calculating the rates of overflow respiration, net nutrient
mineralization, and synthesis and remobilization of C and E
storage. To define these rates, it is convenient to first re-write
Equation (8) by linking uptake and growth respiration rates
via the growth efficiency e. We thus assume that respiration
from growth on external substrate is a fixed fraction 1-e of the
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Depending on which element is stored (C or E), we can define
three specific reserve storage scenarios (Table 3):

Wutzler et al., 2017). Accordingly, the rate of overflow respiration
is obtained from Equation (9) as,
RO = − (C : E)B



1) Reserve C (no E storage): σC > 0, kCST > 0, σE = 0
2) Reserve E (no C storage): σC = 0, σE > 0, kEST > 0
3) Reserve C and E: σC > 0, kCST > 0, σE > 0, kEST > 0


UCS
− SE + UEST + IE + eUG − RM . (11)
(C : E)S

We can now define a set of ‘rules’ that characterize different
modes of storage synthesis and remobilization (Table 3). These
modes allow defining SC , SE , UCST , and UEST , and thus the rates
of net nutrient mineralization and C overflow (Equation (10)
and (11), respectively). As a final step, we define mathematically
the two storage modes: reserve storage (storage compounds are
synthesized whenever the stored element is available) and surplus
storage (storage compounds are synthesized whenever the stored
element is in excess of stoichiometric demand).

With Equations (12)-(15) defining the rates of storage
synthesis and remobilization, and parameters σC , σE , kCST , and
kEST determining how specific modes are expressed, net nutrient
mineralization and overflow respiration rates can accordingly be
calculated with Equations (10) and (11) to guarantee a fixed C:E
ratio of the active microbial biomass.
Using these definitions of C and E flows to and from storage
[Equations (12)-(15)], simultaneous synthesis and remobilization
of storage compounds occurs. This ‘futile’ cycle should not
be interpreted as a physiological process, but rather as a
mathematical description of the controlling factors of storage
dynamics leading to a net exchange rate between active
biomass and storage.

Reserve Storage Mode
In the reserve storage mode, a fixed fraction of the resources
taken up is diverted from growth or maintenance to storage. As
in previous models applied to biological wastewater treatment
systems, C and E storage synthesis rates are defined as fractions
σC and σE of the substrate C and E taken up (Karahan et al., 2006;
Ni et al., 2009), after removing C requirements for maintenance,


SC = max 0, σC UCS − RM ,

SE = σE

UCS
.
(C : E)S

Surplus Storage Modes
In the surplus storage mode, storage compounds are synthesized
only when substrates are in excess of their stoichiometric
demand. As a result, depending on which element is stored (C
or E), we can define three specific surplus storage scenarios
(Table 3):

(12)

1) Surplus C storage under nutrient-limited conditions (i.e.,
no overflow respiration) and remobilization under C-limited
conditions (no E storage).
2) Surplus E storage under C-limited conditions (i.e., no
nutrient mineralization) and remobilization under nutrientlimited conditions (no C storage).
3) Surplus C storage under nutrient-limited conditions (i.e., no
overflow respiration) and surplus E storage under C-limited
conditions (i.e., no nutrient mineralization); C and E are
remobilized at rates proportional to the amounts of storage C
and E, respectively.

(13)

These fractions of uptake are stored irrespective of the
stoichiometric balance of the organism, so that some storage takes
place even when that resource is limiting, in accordance with the
reserve storage concept. In Equation (12), the lower bound at
zero is imposed to ensure that the storage synthesis rate does not
become negative when substrate C availability is low.
Storage remobilization rates UCST and UEST are assumed to
decrease when external substrates are abundant, and also depend
on storage contents, with the latter modelled for simplicity as
a linear dependence (Tang and Riley, 2015), instead of using
Monod kinetics as in other models (Karahan et al., 2006; Ni et al.,
2009),
UCST =

UEST =

kCST CST
1+

CS
KCS

kEST EST
1+

ES
KES

,

(14)

,

(15)

In contrast to the reserve storage mode where scenarios were
defined by simply changing the values of the storage synthesis and
remobilization parameters, here different equations are needed
for each scenario because the calculations of excess C and/or E
are in each case different. To derive these equations, we further
assume that storage C and E can accumulate without limits
(i.e., γC → ∞ and γE → ∞ in the equations in Table 2). This
assumption allows for a more intuitive mathematical treatment
in sections “Surplus Storage of C (Without E Storage),” “Surplus
Storage of E (Without C Storage),” “Surplus Storage of Both
C and E”, but is not realistic. Therefore, in the actual model
implementation, upper bounds for feasible storage C and E
accumulation are also imposed, as described in section “Limit
Cases in Surplus Storage Scenarios” (i.e., γC and γE take
finite values in the model used for all analyses). Moreover,
in this formulation, stored C is not mobilized to grow on
excess available inorganic nutrients. Inorganic nutrients are

where kCST and kEST are the rate constants for storage
remobilization and KCS and KES are the half-saturation constants
for the substrate inhibition effects (e.g., when CS = KCS , the C
storage remobilization rate is reduced to half of the maximum
kCST CST ); if KCS and KES → ∞, substrate inhibition is absent.
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TABLE 3 | Summary of the equations describing the rates of overflow respiration (RO ), net nutrient mineralization (Mnet ), storage C synthesis (SC ) and remobilization
(UCST ), and storage E synthesis (SE ) and remobilization (UEST ), for different storage modes (reserve vs. surplus storage), different scenarios for storage elements (C vs. E),
and different growing conditions (C vs. E limitation).
Modes of
intracellular
storage use

Scenarios for
stored
elements

C or E
limitation

No storage

None
C

Reserve storage

E
C&E
C

Surplus storage

E
C&E

SE

UEST

RO

Mnet

SC

UCST

C

0

E

(11)

(10)

0

0

0

0

−IE

0

0

0

0

C

0

E

(11)

(10)

(12)

(14)

0

0

−IE

(12)

(14)

0

0

C

0

(10)

0

0

(13)

(15)

E

(11)

−IE

0

0

(13)

(15)

C

0

(10)

(12)

(14)

(13)

(15)

E

(11)

−IE

(12)

(14)

(13)

(15)

C

0

0

0

(17)

0

0

E

0

−IE

(16)

0

0

0

C

0

0

0

0

(18)

0

E

0

−IE

0

0

0

(19)

C

0

0

0

(14)

(20)

(15)

E

0

−IE

(21)

(14)

0

(15)

Color codes are the same used in Figures 2–5.

As in the surplus storage of C, when E in the substrate is
not in excess and E immobilization is sufficient to meet the
stoichiometric demand, storage E is neither synthesized nor
remobilized. Under E limitation, growth on stored E occurs
to use excess C for growth and avoid releasing it through
overflow respiration, while no storage E is synthesized. Therefore,
imposing RO = 0, Mnet = −IE , and SE = 0 in Equation (9) we find,

only used when the organic substrate is nutrient poor (see the
Supplementary Information Section 1 for an alternative model
structure where microbes use organic C and inorganic E).

Surplus Storage of C (Without E Storage)
Under nutrient limitation (Mnet = −IE ), C in excess is stored
(so that RO = 0) and no growth on storage occurs (UCST = 0).
Following these assumptions, Equation (9) yields,

1 (C : E)B
RM
(C : E)B
SC = −
− 1 UCS −
−
IE .
e (C : E)S
e
e


UEST = −



(16)

Under C limitation, C from storage is used to convert the
excess E from the substrate into biomass, while no C storage is
synthesized. If all excess E is converted to biomass, Mnet = 0, and
recalling that RO = 0, from Equation (9) we find,


1 (C : E)B
RM
UCST =
− 1 UCS +
.
(17)
e (C : E)S
e

(19)

Surplus Storage of Both C and E
Here both elements can be stored when they are available in
the substrate in excess of stoichiometric demands. This allows
keeping RO = 0 and Mnet = 0, unless E immobilization becomes
necessary after depletion of storage E. Accordingly, under C
limitation Mnet = 0 and SC = 0, so that Equation (9) yields,


When E in the substrate is not in excess and E immobilization
is sufficient to meet the stoichiometric demand, storage C is
neither synthesized nor remobilized.

SE =


e
RM − eUCST
1
−
UCS +
+ UEST .
(C : E)S
(C : E)B
(C : E)B

(20)

Under nutrient limitation, imposing Mnet = -IE , RO = 0, and
SE = 0 in Equation (9) yields,

Surplus Storage of E (Without C Storage)
Nutrient E is stored when in excess (under C limitation) and
used when it is in short supply in the substrate (E limitation).
Following the same rationale as in section “Surplus Storage of C
(Without E Storage),” but now with a focus on E, using Equation
(9) with RO = 0, Mnet = 0 because all excess E is stored, and UEST =
0 because no storage remobilization occurs under C limitation,
we find,


1
RM
e
SE =
UCS +
−
.
(18)
(C : E)S
(C : E)B
(C : E)B
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1
e
RM
−
− IE .
UCS −
(C : E)S
(C : E)B
(C : E)B


SC = −



1 (C : E)B
RM
(C : E)B
− 1 UCS + UCST −
−
UEST + IE . (21)
e (C : E)S
e
e

Both stored elements are assumed to be remobilized as for the
reserve storage mode [Equation (14) and (15)] because surplus
storage of either C or E already compensates stoichiometric
imbalances, and no additional stoichiometric constraints can
be used to define remobilization rates. In other words, from
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Equation (9) we can only obtain SE or SC (under C or nutrient
limitation, respectively), leaving the two remobilization rates
mathematically undetermined. As a consequence, remobilization
rates must be modelled independently of the stoichiometric
constraints for all the flow rates to be mathematically specified.

model for a specific dataset, which would not be feasible with the
current published data on microbial internal storage. Therefore,
parameters were estimated from the literature if possible, or
varied in sensitivity analyses when values were particularly
uncertain (Table 4).
Initial conditions for the numerical simulations and model
parameters were chosen to represent a short-term laboratory
incubation experiment where environmental conditions such
as temperature and soil moisture are kept stable (Table 4).
The initial intracellular storage of both C or E is set to 5%
of the corresponding element in the active biomass. This low
value captures the conditions of non-growing microbial biomass,
and helps avoid a large initial rate of storage remobilization,
which—combined with high initial substrate uptake—would
make interpretation difficult. The C:P ratio of the initial substrate
as well as the amount of initial substrate are both allowed to
vary to explore responses to resource stoichiometry and addition
rates (Figure 2).
Kinetic parameters are chosen to capture reasonable time
scales of the modelled processes: the rate constants for substrate
uptake (kS ), maximum inorganic E immobilization (kI ), and
storage remobilization (kCST and kEST ) are assumed to be 1 d−1
(corresponding to a turnover time of 1 day), the rate constants
of microbial turnover (m) and maintenance respiration (kM )
are assumed to be 0.05 d−1 (turnover time of 20 days). The
microbial growth efficiency is set to e = 0.5, a reasonable value for
a labile substrate with a degree of reduction comparable to that
of biomass (Roels, 1980). The C:P ratio of the active microbial
biomass is assumed to be 20 g C g P−1 —a value within the
range observed for temperate grasslands or deciduous forests
(Xu et al., 2013).
For simplicity, we assumed that storage can be accumulated
to at most 50% of the same element in the active biomass
(i.e., γC = γP =0.5). These values are conservatively set lower
than maximum storage fractions reported for C (Koller et al.,
2017) and P (Anand and Aoyagi, 2019). In the reserve storage
mode, 20% of the C and P taken up are assumed to be
stored (σC = σP =0.2). This value is lower than the >50%
efficiency of conversion of substrate C to storage C that has been
observed under C surplus (Obruca et al., 2014), but likely more
representative of soil conditions. Finally, we assume that storage
remobilization is reduced by half when the external substrate C
and P contents are equal to half the biomass C and P contents,
respectively (i.e., KCST and KEST equal half of the initial biomass C
and P contents, respectively).
Given the large uncertainties, a sensitivity analysis to test
the effect of varying kCST , kPST , KCST , KEST , σC , and σP within
relatively broad ranges was conducted and is provided in the
Supplementary Information Section 2.

Limit Cases in Surplus Storage Scenarios
All the surplus storage scenarios could allow unrealistic levels
of storage accumulation, because storage synthesis is defined
according to stoichiometric constraints—not physiological limits
to storage. To avoid reaching excessive storage accumulation, C
and E stores are capped by defining maximum ratios of storage
to active biomass, respectively denoted as γC and γE . As the
maximum storage values are approached, overflow mechanisms
are mathematically defined to divert C or E to either CO2 or
inorganic E, and are denoted as ‘excess storage synthesis’
 rates.
These rates are defined as fractions CST (γC CB ) or EST (γE EB )
of the storage synthesis rates for storage E or C, respectively
(Table 2),
OC =

CST
SC ,
γC CB

(22)

OE =

EST
SE .
γE EB

(23)



In the extreme case of CST CB = γC or EST EB = γE , excess
storage synthesis equals SC or SE and thus surplus C or
E from the organic substrate is not routed to storage, but
immediately removed from the active microbial biomass. In
the reserve storage mode, the storage C and E contents are
dynamically capped by the remobilization rates, so no excess
storage synthesis is implemented.
Moreover, the amount of available storage might not be
sufficient to compensate for limited substrate C or E availability
in the surplus storage scenarios. For example, a large input of
nutrient poor substrate might require more than the available
stored E to convert excess C in the substrate into biomass. To
prevent rapid storage remobilization from driving the storage
compartment into negative values, the storage remobilization
rate is constrained so that at most it reaches the values set by
Equation (14) and (15). In these limit cases when the threshold
values of remobilization are reached, stored compounds can
only partially compensate stoichiometric imbalances and excess
E and C are respectively released via net E mineralization and
overflow respiration.

Initial Conditions and Model Parameters
The model formulation is general, but in the numerical analyses
we consider the case of P as a limiting nutrient. Accordingly,
the modeled storage P compartment consists of polyphosphate,
a widespread microbial P storage compound (Rao et al., 2009).
The model is parameterized to describe C and P contents and
flow rates in a soil sample amended with a large amount of
organic C and a variable amount of organic P. Our aim is to
explore the system behavior rather than calibrate and validate the
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Numerical Experiments
A schematic of the three numerical experiments is shown in
Figure 2. First, the C and P flow rates are calculated for the
different storage modes and growing conditions of Table 3, as
a function of substrate C:P ratio, for fixed compartment sizes;
i.e., C and nutrient contents are set to their baseline values from
Table 4 (Figure 2A). This scenario represents a static snapshot
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TABLE 4 | Initial conditions and parameter values.
Symbol

Value or relation to other parameters

Units

Explanation or data source

Initial conditions (also used as baseline values)
CB (0)

1

mg C g soil−1

Chosen value

CS (0)

0.5 to 2

mg C g soil−1

2 in Figures 3-7; 0.5 to 2 in Figures 8, 9

CST (0)

= 0.05 CB (0)

mg C g soil−1

5% of initial microbial C

(C:P)S (0)

1 to 200

mg C mg E−1

Varied in sensitivity analyses

PB (0)1

= 103 CB (0)/(C:P)B

µg P g soil−1

Value based on microbial C:P ratio

PS (0)1

= 103 CS (0)/(C:P)S (0)

µg P g soil−1

Value based on initial substrate C:P ratio

PST (0)

= 0.05 PB (0)

µg P g soil−1

5% of initial microbial P

PI (0)

1 to 100

µg P g soil−1

Varied in sensitivity analyses

(C:P)B

20

mg C mg P−1

Xu et al. (2013)

e

0.5

mg C mg C−1

Roels (1980)

ICS

0 (variable in Figure 9)

mg C g soil−1 d−1

Assumption of closed system (except in the numerical
experiment with repeated substrate additions)

IPI

0

µg P g soil−1 d−1

Assumption of closed system

kI

1

d−1

Equal rate constants for C and P uptake and remobilization

kS

1

d−1

Equal rate constants for C and P uptake and remobilization

kCST 2

1

d−1

Equal rate constants for C and P uptake and remobilization

kPST 2

1

d−1

Equal rate constants for C and P uptake and remobilization

kM

0.05

d−1

Assumed

KCST 2

= 0.5 CB (0)

mg C g soil−1

Assumed relation to initial biomass C

KPST 2

= 0.5 EB (0)

µg P g soil−1

Assumed relation to initial biomass P

m

0.05

d−1

Assumed

γC

0.5

mg C mg C−1

Consistent with observations (Koller et al., 2017)

γP

0.5

mg P mg P−1

Consistent with observations (Anand and Aoyagi, 2019)

2
σC

0.2

-

Consistent with observations (Obruca et al., 2014)

σP2

= σC

-

Assumed relation to σC

Model parameters

The initial conditions are used both as starting points in the dynamic simulations and as baseline values when showing instantaneous C and P flow rates.
1 Numerical values in front of the symbolic expression includes unit conversion from mg to µg.
2 Parameters varied in a sensitivity analysis (Supplementary Information Section 2).

FIGURE 2 | Schematic of the three numerical experiments performed to assess the consequences of intracellular storage (described in section “Numerical
Experiments”): (A) effect of substrate C:E ratio on instantaneous C and E rates for fixed microbial biomass (no dynamics), (B) dynamics of C and E contents and
rates after one pulse addition with varying added C and C:E, (C) dynamics of C and E contents and rates after repeated pulses (same total added C) with varying
C:E. In (B) and (C), gray bars indicate the timing and amounts of added substrates, and the circles indicate the final points in the simulations, used in summary
figures (bottom graphs, where microbial C (CB ) and inorganic nutrient (EI ) are used as summary metrics); dashed and solid curves correspond to input scenarios
depicted by light gray and dark gray bars, respectively.
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C uptake [Equation (12)] and the storage remobilization rate
depends on the amount of substrate C and stored C (here fixed),
not on the substrate C:P ratio [Equations (14)]. These rates are
nevertheless shown for completeness to allow comparisons with
the corresponding panels in Figure 4. In contrast, the rate of P
reserve synthesis decreases with increasing substrate C:P because
of decreasing organic P uptake rate [Figure 3E; Equation (13)],
whereas the rate of storage P remobilization increases because
at high substrate C:P, storage P remobilization is less inhibited
[Figure 3F; Equation (15)].

of the variations in C and P flow rates that would happen when
only the P content in the substrate changes, and neglects the
dynamics of the system (the mass balance equations are not
solved through time). All combinations of storage modes and the
storage element scenarios are compared, using a model version in
which no storage is implemented as reference.
Second, the dynamics are studied by simulating through
time idealized laboratory conditions in which a given amount
of substrate is added to a soil sample with specified initial
conditions (initial active biomass, storage and extracellular
inorganic nutrient contents; Figure 2B). All the storage element
scenarios are compared, again using a model version without
storage as reference. To illustrate the outcomes of different
storage modes along the whole numerical experiment, the active
biomass C and extracellular inorganic P contents at the end of
the simulations are calculated, and shown as a function of initial
substrate amount and C:P ratio.
Third, the dynamics are studied under repeated substrate
additions (Figure 2C). To allow a comparison across simulations,
the total added C is fixed to the same amount as in the single
addition experiment, but the number of additions is varied
between 2 and 32. Final active biomass C and extracellular
inorganic P contents are shown as a function of the number of
substrate additions and the C:P ratio of the added substrate.

Surplus Storage
Thanks to the compensation of stoichiometric imbalances,
overflow respiration is lower with surplus storage than with
reserve storage, or even zero throughout the C:P range shown
(compare Figures 3A, 4A). Under C-limited conditions, the net P
mineralization rate is maintained at zero for the surplus P and C
and P scenarios (Figure 4D). Under P-limited conditions, the net
P mineralization rates in the surplus C and surplus P modes are
equivalent to P mineralization without storage. In contrast, in the
surplus C and P scenario, mineralization is shifted towards higher
C:P ratios, similar to the reserve storage case, because storage
remobilization in this scenario is defined in the same way for both
modes (compare the red curves in Figures 3D, 4D).
Different from reserve storage, the rates of C storage
accumulation and remobilization in the three scenarios of surplus
storage vary with substrate stoichiometry. Surplus C accumulates
in storage at high substrate C:P (Figure 4B) and surplus P
accumulates at low C:P (Figure 4E). Storage C and P are
remobilized at low and high C:P ratios, respectively, in the surplus
scenarios storing exclusively C or P (Figures 4C,F), whereas
both C and P are remobilized in the C and P surplus storage
scenario. This is because remobilization in the C and P surplus
storage scenario is proportional to the stored C and P contents
[Equations (14)-(15)]. At low C:P, storage C remobilization
in the surplus C and surplus C and P scenarios are equal
(Figure 4C) because the amount of C remobilization required
to fulfil stoichiometric demand is very high at high substrate P
availability. Under these conditions, the remobilization rate in
the surplus C scenario becomes limited by the amount of stored
C (Section 2.4.4), exactly as assumed in the C and P scenario
[Equations (14)-(15)]. The same mechanism explains the equal
P remobilization rates in the surplus P and surplus C and P
scenarios at high C:P (Figure 4F).

RESULTS
Carbon and Nutrient Flow Rates When
Varying Substrate C:P Ratio
In Figures 3, 4, changes in C and P flow rates are shown as a
function of substrate C:P ratio, here increased by letting substrate
P vary at constant substrate C content, so that the rate of C
uptake remains fixed.

Reserve Storage
When reserve storage is used (Figure 3), the accumulation
and remobilization of stored C and P do not fully compensate
stoichiometric imbalances. As a result, overflow respiration
increases (Figure 3A) and net P mineralization decreases
(Figure 3D) with increasing substrate C:P to maintain stable
active biomass C:P. The net P mineralization becomes negative
first (at C:P between 40 and 50 g C g P−1 ), and then reaches the
maximum immobilization rate at a C:P ranging between 50 and
70 g C g P−1 , depending on the specific reserve storage scenario.
At this point, overflow respiration starts increasing as microbes
become P limited at high C:P. However, at a given substrate C:P,
overflow respiration is lower and net P mineralization higher
when microbes store C or C and P than in microbes without
intracellular storage. This is due to C being diverted from growth
to storage, which decreases P demand and thus increases P
mineralization relative to microbes without storage. In contrast,
microbes storing only P exhibit comparable overflow respiration,
but lower net P mineralization than microbes without storage.
Increasing the C:P ratio does not affect storage C synthesis and
remobilization (Figures 3B,C) because, with the reserve storage
mode, storage C synthesis depends only on the rate of substrate
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Temporal Changes in Carbon and
Phosphorus Compartments and Flow
Rates
Having presented a snapshot of soil C and nutrient flow
rates in section “Carbon and Nutrient Flow Rates When
Varying Substrate C:P Ratio,” we now run the model through
time, starting from the initial conditions reported in Table 4
(initial substrate C:P = 100 g C g P−1 ), and compare results
obtained by assuming different storage modes and scenarios.
Figures 5, 6 show results for the reserve and surplus storage
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FIGURE 3 | Changes in carbon (C) and phosphorus (P) flow rates with increasing organic substrate C:P ratio and when different elements are used for reserve
storage (C, P, or both): (A) overflow respiration (RO ), (B) storage C synthesis (SC ), (C) storage C remobilization (UCST ), (D) net P mineralization (Mnet ), (E) storage P
synthesis (SP ), (F) storage P remobilization (UPST ). To facilitate comparisons, all C rates are normalized by the rate of substrate C uptake (UCS ) and all P rates by the
maximum P immobilization rate (IP = 10 µg P g- 1 d- 1 ), which are constants in this figure. To modify the substrate C:P ratio, only substrate P is changed (for fixed
substrate C); all other compartment sizes are also fixed and assumed equal to the baseline values reported in Table 4 (biomass, storage, and inorganic P).

FIGURE 4 | Changes in carbon (C) and phosphorus (P) flow rates with increasing organic substrate C:P ratio and when different elements are used for surplus
storage (C, P, or both): (A) overflow respiration (RO ), (B) storage C synthesis (SC ), (C) storage C remobilization (UCST ), (D) net P mineralization (Mnet ), (E) storage P
synthesis (SP ), (F) storage P remobilization (UPST ). Other figure setup details are as in Figure 3.

modes, respectively, and Figure 7 shows a comparison between
the two modes when both elements can be used as storage.
In all model runs the initial substrate is depleted within the
week-long simulation. Because the uptake rate is modelled as
linear (dependent only on substrate amount), in all simulations
the dynamics of substrate consumption are comparable (small
variations are induced by microbial turnover feeding into
the substrate compartment) and this similarity allows for a
comparison across storage modes and scenarios. In general,
microbial biomass increases during the initial phase, reaches
a peak, and then decreases as mortality and maintenance
respiration become larger than growth when substrate is

Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution | www.frontiersin.org

depleted (panels A in Figures 5–7). The rate of C release
from the active biomass (respiration and excess storage C
synthesis) follows a decreasing trend, mostly due to the
reduction in growth respiration as the substrate is depleted
(Figures 5D, 6D, 7B). Conversely, the rate of P release (net
P mineralization and excess storage P synthesis) increases
from negative values (net P immobilization) in the initial
phase, when the P-poor substrate does not provide sufficient
P for microbial growth and conditions are P limited, to
progressively higher values, eventually turning into net P release
when the substrate has been enriched in organic P from
microbial turnover and conditions have become C limited
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FIGURE 5 | Changes in carbon (C) and phosphorus (P) contents (A–C) and rates (D–I) through time after addition of an organic substrate and when different
elements are used for reserve storage (C, P, or both): (A) active biomass C (CB ), (B) storage C (CST ), (C) storage P (PST ), (D) total C release (respiration R and
excess storage C synthesis OC ), (E) storage C synthesis (SC ), (F) storage C remobilization (UCST ), (G) net total P release (net P mineralization Mnet and excess
storage P synthesis OP ), (H) storage P synthesis (SP ), (I) storage P remobilization (UPST ). The initial substrate C:P is set to 100; other parameters are as in Table 4.

does not have a large impact on microbial growth with these
initial conditions.

(Figures 5G, 6G, 7C). These general trends are qualitatively
consistent across storage modes and scenarios, but the specific
dynamics of microbial growth, respiration, and P mineralization
differ due to the contrasting patterns of C and P storage
accumulation and remobilization.

Surplus Storage
When the surplus storage mode is adopted, the content of stored
C increases early during the incubation, because C is in excess
and is transferred to the storage compartment (Figures 6B,E). In
contrast, P storage increases late in the incubation, when C has
been consumed and P is in excess (Figures 6C,H). Also, stored C
is remobilized only when P is in excess (dotted orange curve in
Figure 6F), while stored P is remobilized when C is in excess and
the microbes are P limited in the initial phase of the incubation
(dot-dashed blue curve in Figure 6I). The remobilization of both
storage C and storage P occurs continuously in the C and P
surplus storage scenario, because remobilization rates are defined
as a function of external and stored C and P contents, as explained
in section “Surplus Storage of Both C and E” (red curves in
Figures 6F,I). Similar to the reserve storage mode, storing C (or
C and P) increases microbial growth and decreases respiration
(Figures 6A,D). Storing only P is not beneficial in terms of
biomass growth, but allows P to be retained in storage rather than
to be released to the environment, as indicated by the lower net P
mineralization rate in the late phase of the incubation compared
to the other scenarios (dot-dashed blue curve in Figure 6G).

Reserve Storage
When the reserve storage mode is adopted, the contents of
stored C and/or P increase early during the incubation, when
rates of organic C and P uptake are high, and decrease later
as the substrate is depleted (Figures 5B,C). These patterns
in storage contents are due to initially high rates of storage
synthesis (Figures 5E,H), followed after approximately two days
by a peak in the rates of storage remobilization (Figures 5F,I).
Compared to scenarios where only P is stored, or no storage
is used, storing C (or C and P) helps buffering variations in
substrate C, providing an advantage in terms of microbial growth
(Figure 5A), made possible by lower respiration (Figure 5D;
recall that with reserve storage OC = 0), and reduced net P
mineralization rate (Figure 5G; recall that OP = 0). The effect of
storage P appears minor relative to the scenario without storage
(comparable dot-dashed blue and thin black curves in Figure 5),
because in this particular simulation the substrate contains little
P and the initial P storage is small. Therefore, storing P alone
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FIGURE 6 | Changes in carbon (C) and phosphorus (P) contents (A-C) and rates (D-I) through time after addition of an organic substrate and when different
elements are used for surplus storage (C, P, or both): (A) active biomass C (CB ), (B) storage C (CST ), (C) storage P (PST ), (D) total C release (respiration R and
excess storage C synthesis OC ), (E) storage C synthesis (SC ), (F) storage C remobilization (UCST ), (G) net total P release (net P mineralization Mnet and excess
storage P synthesis OP ), (H) storage P synthesis (SP ), (I) storage P remobilization (UPST ). The initial substrate C:P is set to 100; other parameters are as in Table 4.

FIGURE 7 | Temporal changes of (A) active biomass C (CB ), (B) total C release (respiration R and excess storage C synthesis OC ), (C) net total P release (net P
mineralization Mnet and excess storage P synthesis OP ), as well as (D) net C exchange rates and (E) net P exchange rates between active microbial biomass and
storage, after addition of an organic substrate when both C and P are used in reserve or surplus storage. This figure is obtained by combining thin black and red
curves from panels (A), (D), and (G) in Figures 5, 6 (where net C and P exchanges were not shown).
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advantageous as storing both C and P at high initial substrate
C:P ratios, when reserve storage is unable to reduce overflow C
losses (compare dashed curves in Figures 8A,B). Moreover, the
microbial growth enhancement is stronger when using surplus
storage compared to reserve storage at high substrate C:P (solid
vs. dashed curves in Figure 8).
Surplus storage of only C as well as of both C and P strongly
decreases P mineralization, as shown by negative changes in
inorganic P at the end of the simulations (solid curves in
Figures 8C,D). This effect is expected because storage is modelled
to compensate stoichiometric imbalances, which should reduce
P release. Reserve storage of C has a weak negative effect
on inorganic P and reserve storage of C and P has a small
positive effect, especially at low initial C supply and initial C:P
(dashed curves in Figures 8C,D). This positive effect is due to
mineralization of the initial intracellular storage P. Both storage
modes are more effective at retaining P when the substrate is
P-poor, compared to substrate with more balanced C:P.

In this mode, excess storage synthesis is activated when
the storage compartments become large relative to the active
biomass. The contribution of excess storage C synthesis
remains small compared to respiration (Supplementary
Figures 5A,B). In contrast, the contribution of excess storage
P synthesis to microbial P release is large late in the simulation
(Supplementary Figures 5C,D), when P is abundant and, due to
slow growth rates, not all available P can be used for growth nor
can it be stored. As a result, while by definition Mnet = 0 under C
limitation, a delayed P release via excess storage synthesis occurs.

Comparison Between Storage Modes
A direct comparison of microbial biomass C, total respiration,
and net P mineralization between the reserve and surplus
storage modes (C and P scenario) is presented in Figure 7.
The surplus storage mode (solid red curves) allows microbes
to grow more compared to the reserve storage mode (dashed
red curves), thanks to lower respiration losses and higher P
retention. Not using storage (thin black curves) is comparatively
less advantageous, as the initial stoichiometric imbalance in the
substrate is not compensated and excess resources are released
to the environment—C is released first through high overflow
respiration, and P later via P mineralization.
As a summary of the dynamics of storage C and P, the net
rates of C and P exchanges between active biomass and storage
are compared in Figures 7D,E. In both storage modes, storage
C accumulates early in the simulation and is depleted later, as
conditions move from P limited to C limited. The accumulation
and depletion of storage P instead differ between modes. In the
reserve mode, storage P is accumulated first and is then depleted,
whereas in the storage mode the pattern is reversed and a peak in
P accumulation occurs around day 4-5.

Storage Effects Under Varying Substrate
C:P Ratio and Frequency of Substrate
Additions
The effect of repeated substrate pulses is assessed as before by
comparing active microbial biomass growth and inorganic P,
at the end of 21-day simulations (compared to the shorter 7day simulations of Figure 8), in storage scenarios relative to
the reference scenario without storage (Figure 9). Similar to
Figure 8A, higher substrate C:P increases the final microbial
biomass increments compared to the reference scenario, but this
effect depends on the number of substrate additions. For a given
C:P ratio, a larger number of additions (with lower amount of
C per addition, so that the total added C is fixed) decreases
final biomass increments in all storage modes (compare darker
and lighter shades in Figure 9A). Depending on the number
of additions and initial substrate C:P ratio, the final biomass
achieved with reserve storage can be higher (generally at low
initial C:P) or lower than that achieved with surplus storage
(generally at high initial C:P).
At the end of the 21-day simulations, inorganic P is always
higher than the value in the reference scenario when microbes
adopt reserve storage, for any substrate C:P ratio, whereas the
opposite is true for surplus storage. The higher inorganic P is
due to mineralization of both initial intracellular P and microbial
necromass, whose contribution is higher in these longer
simulations compared to the previous numerical experiment.
A higher number of substrate additions (darker shades in
Figure 9B) increases inorganic P at high C:P and lowers inorganic
P at low C:P, compared to the single addition experiment.

Storage Effects Under Varying Substrate
C:P Ratio and C Amount
The simulations shown in section “Temporal Changes in Carbon
and Phosphorus Compartments and Flow Rates” are obtained
for a single initial substrate content with a specified C:P ratio.
Here we extend our analyses to explore how a range of substrate
contents and a range of initial C:P ratios affect active microbial
biomass growth and P mineralization (Figure 8). We conducted
simulations for all the usual scenarios (shown in Supplementary
Figures 6–9), but focus here on storage of only C (Figures 8A,C)
or both C and P (Figures 8B,D). To isolate the effect of storage
compounds, Figure 8 shows relative changes between the end
points of simulations where microbes use intracellular storage,
and reference simulations without storage.
Both reserve and surplus storage modes promote microbial
growth compared to the reference simulations (positive values in
Figures 8A,B). This effect is particularly strong under conditions
of marked P limitation; i.e., at high initial substrate contents
(darker shades) and high initial C:P ratios. At high initial
substrate C:P, storing only C promotes growth in the surplus
storage mode slightly more than storing both C and P, since this
storage scenario is the most effective at reducing C losses under
strong P limitation (compare solid curves in Figures 8A,B). In
contrast, storing only C in the reserve storage mode is not as
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Modelling Approaches for Microbial
Intracellular Storage
Ecological implications of internal storage are discussed in
sections “What Are the Effects of C Storage on C and Nutrient
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FIGURE 8 | Joint effect of initial substrate C contents (CS ) and initial substrate C:P ratios on the relative change of active microbial biomass C (CB ; panels (A) and
(B)) and inorganic P content (PI ; panels (C) and (D)) with respect to a reference scenario without storage, at the end of 7-day incubations. Relative changes are
calculated as differences in pool sizes with and without storage, normalized by the pool sizes without storage. In (A) and (C), results for the scenario in which only C
can be stored are considered; in (B) and (D), results for the scenario in which both C and P can be stored are considered. Dashed and solid curves refer to the
reserve and surplus storage modes, respectively; light to dark colors refer to increasing amount of initial substrate C from CS (0) = 0.5 to 2 mg C g- 1 . Open circles
refer to the specific conditions of simulations in Figures 4–6.

is qualitatively similar to that employed in phytoplankton
and activated sludge models, though different kinetics laws
have been proposed for this process (Karahan et al., 2006;
Ni et al., 2009; Wang and Hsu, 2019). The dynamic energy
balance (DEB) models for unicellular organisms assume that
resources are assimilated into storage and then remobilized
for growth and maintenance at a rate proportional to the
amount stored (Tolla et al., 2007; Tang and Riley, 2015).
In our model, maintenance costs are instead paid from the
resources assimilated rather than from storage (Figure 1). In
more complex models, stored resources are allocated to a
range of cellular functions, including machinery for resource
acquisition, maintenance of such machinery, and growth (Nev
and van den Berg, 2017). These more complex models are
suitable to describe intracellular storage dynamics of microbial
isolates, for which detailed data for parameterization might
be available. In contrast, we take a simpler approach, in
common with most whole-community soil biogeochemical
models, where (active) microbial biomass is described by a
single ‘well mixed’ compartment. This is necessary to maintain
a parsimonious representation in models that might be applied
under diverse conditions and at large scales (e.g., Todd-Brown
et al., 2012).
Recent growth models for microbial isolates described the
accumulation of different nutrients and compounds in storage
compartments (Nev and van den Berg, 2017), as we have done
here for C and a single macro-nutrient. The main difference

Allocation by Soil Microbes Along Gradients of Nutrient
Availability?” and “Does Combined C and Nutrient Storage
Result in Qualitatively Changed Element Allocation Relative to
C Storage Only?”, but we first consider some technical aspects
of modelling storage. The dynamics of intracellular nutrient
stores have been previously described in population models
for phytoplankton (for a review, see Wang and Hsu, 2019)
and bacteria (e.g., Parnas and Cohen, 1976). In phytoplankton
models, a ‘cell quota’ is defined as the mass of nutrient per
cell, and a mass balance equation for the nutrient is coupled
to a population balance equation. In those models, nutrients
that are taken up from the growing medium are accumulated
in the intracellular storage, which is then used to support cell
growth and duplication (Wang and Hsu, 2019). This approach
is comparable to our reserve storage mode, except that we
allow a fraction of the nutrients taken up to directly support
growth [Equations (12) and (13)]. Our approach to reserve
storage is thus similar to that implemented in activated sludge
models (Karahan et al., 2006; Ni et al., 2009). Other bacterial
growth models are based on more complex resource allocation
schemes. For example, storage accumulation may be mediated
by dynamic assimilation pathways that are up- and downregulated by both external nutrient availability and storage
contents (Nev and van den Berg, 2017).
Storage remobilization is defined in the reserve storage mode
as proportional to the amount of existing storage, with an
inhibition effect as external resources increase. This formulation
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FIGURE 9 | Joint effect of the number of substrate additions and initial substrate C:P ratios on the relative change of active microbial biomass C [CB ; panel (A)] and
inorganic P content [PI ; panel (B)] with respect to a reference scenario without storage, at the end of 21-day incubations. Relative changes are calculated as
differences in pool sizes with and without storage, normalized by the pool sizes without storage. Dashed and solid curves refer to the reserve and surplus storage
modes, respectively; light to dark colors refer to increasing number of pulses from N = 1 to 32, for fixed amount of initial substrate C of 1 mg C g- 1 . Only the scenario
in which both C and P can be stored is considered.

hand, at low C:P ratios the remobilization of pre-existing stored
C provides a supplementary C source, allowing higher biomass
growth on the excess of available P. As a consequence of the C
mass balance, higher biomass C corresponds to lower cumulative
respiration, and therefore carbon use efficiency (defined as active
biomass increment over C uptake) is also increased by storage,
at least in the relatively short incubations we modelled. Higher
biomass and more efficient utilization of C and nutrients indicate
an advantage of storage for microorganisms, since these resources
are not lost but instead used for growth. Microbial biomass is
considered to be the first step toward carbon stabilization in
soil organic matter (Cotrufo et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2017),
suggesting that storage of C may also help to retain C in the soil
system over longer periods of time if the additional biomass C is
eventually stabilized in the soil (see also section “To What Degree
Are the Two Storage Modes Able to Retain C and Nutrients in
the Soil After Addition of Substrates Differing in Amount and
Stoichiometry?”). It is notable that this effect would not depend
on the direct stabilization of C storage compounds, most of
which are remobilized and exhausted over the duration of our

with respect to the model by Nev and van den Berg (2017) is
that in their case stoichiometric imbalances were reduced by
allocating cellular resources to acquisition of the least available
nutrients, while in our case, nutrient uptake per se is not regulated
and the dynamics of storage provide the required buffering
capacity. Despite these differences, the qualitative results are
comparable, suggesting that multiple resource use modes can
alleviate stoichiometric imbalances (Manzoni et al., 2021).

What Are the Effects of C Storage on C
and Nutrient Allocation by Soil Microbes
Along Gradients of Nutrient Availability?
Our model results show that storage of C alone enables higher C
allocation to active biomass, whether by way of reserve or surplus
storage. On the one hand, biomass size is particularly enhanced
by storage at high substrate C:P ratios, due to the rerouting of C
from overflow respiration to storage, which later supports growth
when C limitation returns. This stoichiometric buffering is
stronger for surplus storage than for reserve storage. On the other
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simulation. Rather, stoichiometric buffering by storage leads to
enhanced efficiency of (non-storage) biomass growth.
We assumed that excess C is mineralized through overflow
mechanisms, which may result in overestimation of the positive
effects of C storage on biomass growth. Other processes that we
have not considered here could reduce stoichiometric imbalances
without resulting in C loss, such as flexible allocation to C vs.
nutrient acquiring extracellular enzymes (Mooshammer et al.,
2014; Wutzler et al., 2017), resulting in degradation of nutrientrich organic matter when C-rich labile substrates are available
(also referred to as nutrient mining, Craine et al., 2007). It is
also possible that nutrient retention is increased compared to
C losses during senescence under nutrient limitation (Manzoni
et al., 2021). Moreover, microbes could excrete excess C instead of
storing it internally. If the excreted C is in dissolved form, it could
still be lost via leaching, similar—from the cell perspective—
to overflow respiration. However, if excreted C accumulates in
extracellular polysaccharides, it could play a role in maintaining
hydration and possibly supply microbes with C at a later time
(Brangarí et al., 2018). These alternative nutrient use modes
could avoid C mineralization (and potential loss), even without
intracellular storage, thus complementing intracellular storage to
buffer stoichiometric imbalances.
Storage of C, without P storage, consistently reduces P
mineralization. This is a by-product of the larger active biomass,
which retains more nutrients. Microbial C storage therefore
enhances not only carbon use efficiency but also nutrient
use efficiency, suggesting a role for C storage in modulating
nutrient mineralization in soils. Reduced mineralization may
be viewed as desirable or detrimental, depending on whether
mineralization promotes beneficial plant growth or nutrient loss.
In our simplified model setup, nutrients not retained in biomass
are regarded as lost from the perspective of microbial biomass,
but in real soils these nutrients can have various fates. They can
be taken up by plants or stabilized on mineral surfaces, thus
becoming unavailable to microbes, but they could also remain
in the soil solution, from which they could be immobilized by
microbes at a later time if the organic nutrient supply decreases.
Therefore, the fate of nutrients will depend, in part, on how the
dynamics of microbial storage are coupled to carbon supply and
nutrient demand in the broader ecosystem. Placing microbial
storage in its biogeochemical and ecological context presents
research challenges for the future.
Based on our results, it might appear that both forms of
intracellular storage are winning strategies compared to lack of
storage. However, this is because our model only considers the
direct costs of the stored resources. There may be attendant
costs for synthesizing storage compounds and developing storage
structures, as well as in allocating intracellular space to storage.
Motile organisms will also incur energy costs from moving
storage around (Pond, 1981), and increased predation risk
is conceivable (Lima, 1986). These costs and trade-offs have
not been experimentally quantified in microorganisms, and
therefore were not considered in the model. The relative
advantage of intracellular storage for microbial fitness will need
to be reassessed when empirical evidence of these tradeoffs
becomes available.
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Does Combined C and Nutrient Storage
Result in Qualitatively Changed Element
Allocation Relative to C Storage Only?
The ability to store C and P, rather than C alone, did not
qualitatively change the patterns of C allocation to biomass
and respiration in our simulations. Storage pools under
surplus storage develop differently over time depending on
which element is stored, but this must be interpreted with
some caution since different rules of storage remobilization
were used to overcome the modelling constraints of
stoichiometrically uncoupled C and P storage. As a result of our
assumptions, all C and P scenarios have a level of continuous
remobilization, causing similarities in the remobilization patterns
of the two modes.
Surplus storage of C and P temporarily reduces P
mineralization more than C storage alone (Figure 6G).
This is expected, since excess P is stored instead of mineralized.
This effect is less apparent in the case of reserve storage
(Figure 5G), partly because nutrients initially stored in the
microbial biomass are mineralized, while this contribution is
not present in the scenarios without P storage. If we assumed
no initial nutrient storage, all storage modes would result in
net retention of nutrients compared to the reference scenario
(results not shown).
Since including P storage does not strongly change the results
obtained with C storage alone, to a first approximation, it might
be feasible to model the effects of C storage in soil without
explicitly accounting for simultaneous storage of other nutrients.
This could be a helpful simplification for future work, not least
because supporting data on polyphosphate and cyanophycin
contents in soil are still lacking (Mason-Jones et al., in press).
This result is partly a consequence of our simulation setup. In
all simulations with this setup, after an initial phase, C becomes
the limiting element for microbial growth, so that P storage plays
a smaller role than C storage for sustaining long-term growth.
It should also be noted that P release by extracellular enzymes
could lead to de-coupled C and P acquisition, in contrast to
our assumption of microbial uptake of organic compounds
containing both C and P. However, even in the alternative case
of de-coupled uptake of organic C and inorganic P, we found
similar responses of C and P flow rates to changes in resource
C:P ratio (Supplementary Section 1), suggesting that storage of
C might follow similar dynamics regardless of the source (organic
vs. inorganic) of these elements, and also regardless of whether P
is stored as well.

To What Degree Are the Two Storage
Modes Able to Retain C and Nutrients in
the Soil After Addition of Substrates
Differing in Amount and Stoichiometry?
Surplus storage has generally larger effects on C and P allocation
than reserve storage, with the differences most pronounced at
high substrate C:P ratios and large substrate amounts. These
conditions might resemble those in the rhizosphere, where
C-rich compounds are exuded at high concentrations in the
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depend on random fluctuations in environmental conditions that
affect photosynthesis, or random rainfall events, respectively.
We have not analysed the advantages of storage in stochastic
environments with our model, but evolution of storage traits
might be particularly advantageous (i.e., to maximize fitness)
under high resource variability and predictability of resource
supply (Fischer et al., 2011). Future work could explore the role
of stochastic environments with the proposed model.

vicinity of a growing root. The effect of storage is particularly
strong in short-term incubations (Figure 8), when microbial
mortality plays a minor role. However, in longer simulations
with repeated substrate additions, nutrients are returned to the
substrate compartment via mortality and eventually mineralized,
leading to smaller reductions in net nutrient release (Figure 9).
This comparison between numerical experiments illustrates that
the consequences of storage vary depending on the time scale
considered. In the long term, storage effects on soil C stabilization
and nutrient availability depend on how necromass is stabilized
(Cotrufo et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2017). If a large part of
necromass eventually becomes stable organic matter, the effect of
internal storage would be large, because storage promotes C and
nutrient retention in biomass. At the other end of the spectrum of
possible necromass fates, if all necromass is decomposed, the role
of internal storage would be minor, because any C and nutrient
accumulation in biomass would be temporary. These long-term
processes are neglected here, given the focus of this contribution
on short-term responses to resource addition and stoichiometry.
However, coupling our storage dynamics model to a complete
soil biogeochemical model could offer insights on the fate of
internally stored C and nutrients.
Spreading substrate supply over an increasing number of
smaller pulses reduces the relative advantage for biomass
of surplus storage compared to a single large pulse. The
comparison of pulse frequencies provides a gradient from
high temporal resource variability (single pulse) to relatively
constant resource supply (32 pulses), which indicates that surplus
storage could be particularly favorable under highly variable
environments (as also shown experimentally by Sekar et al.,
2020). A possible consequence is that storage strategies could
be selected in environments with high but intermittent resource
availability (transient hotspots), such as in the rhizosphere
(Kuzyakov and Blagodatskaya, 2015) or along macropores
that transport resources only during heavy rainfall events.
Copiotrophic organisms could benefit from storage in these
environments by exploiting resources when available and even if
stoichiometrically imbalanced.
Overall, the simulations suggest that C and P allocations
are sensitive to C storage, and in particular the surplus storage
mode, whereas P storage has little effect on C allocation.
When substrate supply is high, strongly nutrient-poor, and
temporally variable (large resource pulses with long starvation
periods), the greater stoichiometric buffering of surplus storage
provides larger benefits for C and nutrient efficiency than
reserve storage (Figure 9). In these numerical experiments,
however, resource pulses were regarded as deterministic—i.e.,
occurring at predetermined time intervals. In natural, randomly
varying environments, we expect similar benefits to appear
as well, and those benefits would increase in environments
with more intermittent resource availability. For example,
resource variations can be particularly high in the rhizosphere,
where exudation rates vary in response to fluctuations in
gross productivity (Kuzyakov and Gavrichkova, 2010), or in
the bulk soil when resources occasionally become available
during drying-rewetting cycles (Manzoni et al., 2020). These
natural variations in resource availability are stochastic, as they
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Implications for Future Experiments
Extraction of intracellular C and nutrient storage compounds
from soil microbial biomass remains a challenge, making it
difficult to directly test the theoretical predictions presented here.
However, results in Figure 7 suggest a possible approach based on
isotopically labelled substrate additions. Figures 7C,E show that
the timing of nutrient release varies depending on storage mode.
Surplus storage causes accumulation of P in the intermediate
phase of the incubation, when P is already abundant while growth
starts decreasing due to substrate depletion. This in turn reduces
P release compared to microbes adopting reserve storage or no
storage. Addition of a nutrient poor substrate with labelled P and
C could allow tracking P release from substrate decomposition
in isolation from mineralization of native organic P. Addition of
a nutrient rich substrate would result in contrasting patterns of
both C and nutrient release during the incubation (results not
shown). While it is conceptually simple to test model predictions
using this type of data for individual microbial taxa, the response
of a soil community is more complex because it reflects the
proportions of the microbial community expressing differing
storage modes. Therefore, varying the substrate C:P ratio in
combination with labelling of either P or both C and P would
offer insights into the storage modes expressed by microbial
isolates, but potentially also—though only at an aggregated
level—by whole microbial communities.
Furthermore, metabolic flux analysis based on positionspecific labelled precursors of storage molecules combined with
subsequent fragment-specific isotope analysis of the produced
storage compounds is able to disentangle metabolic C fluxes
through storage-forming pathways. As previously done for
glycolysis and gluconeogenesis (Wu et al., 2020), biosynthetic and
catabolic fluxes can be disentangled and thus both storage modes
may be quantified in metabolic tracing experiments.

Conclusion
We developed a microbial biomass growth model that
differentiates between an active biomass compartment and
intracellular storage compartments for C and/or a nutrient.
Storage compartments and associated flow rates were modelled
according to two storage modes: reserve storage and surplus
storage. The model was used in a theoretical exploration of how
the two storage modes interact with carbon and nutrient input
quantity, quality (stoichiometry), and timing to shape microbial
biomass and extracellular inorganic nutrient dynamics. These
transformations of C and nutrients may have implications for
long-term C stabilization and short-term nutrient budgets in soil.
Our theoretical results suggest the following two hypotheses, to
be tested in future experiments:
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Hypothesis 1: both reserve storage and surplus storage
modes enhance short-term retention of C and nutrients
in active biomass, thereby potentially promoting long-term
accumulation of C and organic nutrients in soil.
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